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Nissan Exchange Revolutionizes Car Parts Replacement

Nissan Exchange is a new program designed to give Nissan owners the performance from
brand new parts with the service tag of used ones.

(PRWEB) January 28, 2005 -- Good tidings to Nissan vehicle owners! The Nissan Exchange is here to
revolutionize the way car parts are replaced. What exactly is the Nissan Exchange? Nissan Exchange is a new
program designed to give Nissan owners the performance from brand new parts with the service tag of used
ones. Nissan Exchange caters to two auto body parts exchange, the Nissan Engine Exchange and the Nissan
Gearbox exchange. The concept of Â�exchangingÂ�, meaning to trade an old part---say an engine, to be
refurbished and brought back to life as a brand new product using genuine parts, has been around for decades.
But Nissan takes it a step further by assuring prospective Nissan Exchange customers that only genuine Nissan
parts will be used by professionally trained Nissan technicians and mechanics.

The Nissan Engine Exchange service remanufactures the engine according to the manufacturerÂ�s
specifications. This is done by subjecting the engine to a multi-level process of dismantling, cleaning,
machining, identification and replacement of faulty parts, reconditioning and assembly. Each engine is stripped
to expose its basic components and critical items such as pistons, bearings, thermostats and timing chains which
will be manually inspected and replaced with new Nissan Approved Parts. With this extensive process, you can
be assured of superior quality engine at par with brand new Nissan engine blocks. Only genuine, high quality
Nissan approved parts are used in the Nissan Engine Exchange.

Following on the success of the elder Nissan Engine Exchange program, the Nissan Gearbox Exchange is also
ready to service Nissan car owners. The same meticulous process is followed where every gearbox brought in is
stripped down to its bare elements. Every gear box component from seals to bearings and gaskets are
individually inspected by trained technicians who painstakingly scrutinize each piece and work to reassemble
each part after meeting the manufacturerÂ�s standard specs. With the Nissan Gearbox Exchange, every
gearbox carries a 12-month warranty which is the same as the warranty for the brand new unitÂ�a committed
assurance to clients of quality service and products.

These programs rely on great Nissan parts to ensure its smooth sail. If you are in need of prime quality Nissan
replacement parts, visit http://www.partstrain.com/ShopByVehicle/NISSAN. At Parts Train, you can be
confident that you get the best Nissan parts at reasonable rates. Having been in the industry for 25 years, Parts
Train knows how to do its business. Shop at Parts Train and youÂ�ll receive a hefty package of great customer
service and excellent auto body parts at manageable prices.
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Contact Information
Jenny Mclane
Auto Parts Train
http://www.partstrain.com/ShopByVehicle/NISSAN
1-888-251-1214

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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